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Introduction:  Fifty years ago when the first 
lunar soils were returned from the Moon, it became 
clear that the fine-grained particulate material that 
covers the lunar surface was not simply pulverized 
local rocks. After being exposed to the space 
environment and reworked on the surface for billions 
of years, ‘mature’ lunar soils exhibit complex and 
diverse properties, many of which are not yet fully 
characterized or understood.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Particles from mare soil 70181. Top: plain 
light;  Bottom: Xpolars. FOV is 1.6 mm [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Coarse particles from highland soil 68501. 
Top: plain light; Bottom: Xpolars. FOV=1.6 mm [1]. 

What is known:  As illustrated in Figs. 1 and  2 
(fine particles removed for clarity), well-developed 
soils from both mare and highlands contain diverse 
particles, ranging from mineral fragments to 
complex recycled grains. The dark, multi-component 
glass-welded particles are termed agglutinates and 
make up most of a mature soil. Since they weld 
smaller particles together, their formation puts a limit 
on a soil becoming increasing finer with time [2]. 
Most soils are locally derived, but substantially 
altered in the space environment with some amount 
of mare-highland mixing [3, 4]. Craters of various 
sizes regularly excavate and redistribute fresh 
unweathered materials across the surface [2. 3]. 

What is partially known: Individual grains 
accumulate products of space weathering, with nano-
phase metallic iron (npFe0) dominating many optical 
properties [5]. The newly recognized presence of OH 
associated with grain surfaces (presumed to result 
from SW H plus O from silicates) is found to be 
pervasive [6]. Although not observed directly, a 
delicate ‘fairy castle’ structure associated with 
undisturbed natural soils is inferred [7, 8]. 

What is not known:  The dominant process 
producing observed npFe0 on grain surfaces remains 
strongly debated (micrometeorite vs solar wind 
initiated). Coupled with this debate is the time scale 
required for observed space weathering effects. 
Although strongly suspected, a diurnal and 
latitudinal mobility of surficial OH remains to be 
confirmed. Similarly, some level of dust mobility 
must occur, but documenting it is illusive. 

Mystery soils and ‘unknown unknowns’:  As 
modern sensors have been used to explore the lunar 
surface globally, multiple soil-covered areas are 
found that escape our understanding and experience. 
For example, soil properties within special areas near 
the poles that are completely shaded from the Sun are 
still unconstrained (other than being extremely cold 
but not covered by thick frost). The special and 
lovely albedo patterns of unusual soils called lunar 
swirls (that have no topography but are found 
associated with prominent magnetic anomalies) defy 
extrapolation from currently known experience. The 
recently identified textural ‘cold spots’ associated 
with some very fresh lunar craters [9] remind us that 
there are ongoing regolith processes we have yet to 
discover. 
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